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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper is a compilation of previous experimental studies on the mechanical behaviour of 

ice under a triaxial state of stress. Fifty publications were extracted from the open literature 
and are summarised in a table.  
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

During the interaction of an ice feature with an engineered structure, the state of stress within 
the ice may involve significant levels of hydrostatic pressure. Triaxial testing of ice specimens 
provides a means to investigate this phenomenon. While consulting with earlier laboratory 

investigations, it was found that the amount of research done in this area is far more extensive 
than what the literature review in any given article would lead one to believe. The present 

paper is an attempt to guide the reader through this research. 
 
SURVEY 

 
This compilation only considers papers enclosing triaxial test data, and leaves out numerical 
and theoretical treatments. Testing under biaxial stress or plane strain conditions (e.g. 

Frederking 1977, Sinha 1984, Timco and Frederking 1986) was therefore not included. 
Investigations on the elastic properties of ice under confinement were not searched either. The 

reader is referred to Gagnon et al. (1988) for this topic. Moreover, all of the data encountered 
were obtained from the hexagonal polymorph of ice (Ih) with few exceptions (e.g. Kirby et al. 
1985, Durham et al. 1996). These were also omitted. Finally, only the English literature was 

surveyed. 
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The results of our search is presented in Table 2 (the 

abbreviations used in this table are explained in 
Table 1).  

 
Both artificial and naturally-occurring ice types were 
investigated. The control on the deviator was 

generally done in two ways. Constant strain rate tests 
are those for which either specimen deformation or 
the rate of relative displacement between the upper 

and lower platen was kept constant. Constant stress - 
or creep - tests were also used. The stress was 

usually nominal since few investigators (e.g. Jones 
1978, Mizuno 1992, Melanson et al. 1999a) reported 
a correction to compensate for a change in specimen 

area (required especia lly when large strains are 
achieved). All confined testing was done with a 

compressive axial stress, with the exception of 
Rigsby (1958)(shear) and Haynes (1973) (tension). 

In a few cases, a damage mechanics approach, instead of conventional visco-elasticity, was 

applied to the behaviour of ice to acknowledge the effect of load history on further 
incremental deformation (e.g. Jordaan and collaborators). Maximum axial stress is indicated 
for constant load tests; the logarithm of strain rate is indicated for constant strain rate tests. 

The temperature range of the test series is also indicated, along with the salient results. 
 

Specimen confinement was usually delivered by a hydraulic fluid. In some cases, a constant 
ratio between axial and confinement stresses was maintained throughout the deformation. 
True multiaxial testing with brush-type platens, whereby loading along all axes of three-

dimensional space is controlled independently, was also conducted. For these cases, no 
maximum confinement is shown in the table. Discussions on the use of brush platens and 

multiaxial testing may be found in Haüsler (1981), Schulson et al. (1989), Haüsler et al. 
(1991) and Melton and Schulson (1998a).  
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Table 2: Previous investigations on the triaxial testing of ice, arranged in chronological order by date of reference.  
 

 

Investigator(s) 

Ice 
type 

 

Test 

Max. Pc 

(MPa) 

Max. 
Dev. 

(MPa) 

Log10  strain 
rate  (s

-1
) 

Temp. 

(
o
C) 

 

Observations 

Rigsby 1958 L,M,F CS 31 0.26  -20 to -1 A higher temperature leads to higher shear strain rate. The latter is 
independent of hydrostatic pressure for a given difference between ice 
temperature and melting point. 

Goughnour and 
Andersland 1968 

L,P,F CR 0.7  -3.9, -3.6 -12, -4 Strength increases with pressure at high strain rates, but varies little at 
the lower rate. Effect of load history investigated. 

Haefeli et al. 1968 L,P,F CS 30 0.08  -8.1 to 
-5.9 

Higher confinement leads to higher creep rate of granular ice for a given 
ice temperature. This rate decreases again upon decrease in temperature 
equivalent to depression of pressure melting point. 

Haynes 1973 L,G,F  0.2  -5 -7 Tensile strength tests. Axial stress delivered by confinement medium. 
Various confinement/axial stress ratios used. Yield stress decreases with 
increase in ratio.   

Simonson et al. 
1975 

L,P CR 200(ii)  -4 to 0 -10 Increase in strength with increasing strain rate. Decrease in strength 
with increase in hydrostatic pressure. Increase of pressure alone (no 
deviator) induces reduction in porosity, decrease in Young's modulus 
and melting  of ice at 100 MPa. 

Jones 1978, 1982 L,G,F CR 85  -5.9 to 

-1.9 

-12 Strength increases up to 25-30 MPa confinement but decreases slightly 
with further increase in confinement. This trend is more evident for 
higher strain rates. Stress exponent higher for unconfined than for 
confined. Confinement induces ductile (as opposed to brittle) 
deformation. 

Panov and Fokeev 
1981 

L,P,S / 
N,S 

 12(i) 20  -23 to -1.9 Strength increases with confinement. Confinement is a ratio of axial 
loading. 

Haüsler 1981 L,C,S CR (iii)  -3.7 -10 Strength vs stress ratios, and  projection of a failure surface. 

Jones and Chew 
1983 

L,G,F CS 60 0.47  -10 Minimum creep rate is lowest at 15 MPa confinement then increases 
upon further increase in confinement. Activation volume discussed. 

Durham et al. 
1983 

L,G,F CR 350  -5.5 to -3.5 -196 to 
-15 

Mapped brittle-ductile transition. Strength of granular ice increases with 
confinement at both end of temperature scales to confinements of 50 
MPa.  It then levels (for brittle behaviour) or drops (ductile behaviour) 
at higher confinements. Low temperature causes strength to increase. 
Enthalpy variation with temperature. 

Nawwar et al. 
1983 

L,C,S CR 2.8  -5.3 to -1.2 -2 to -20 Linear dependency of strength on confining pressure above 1MPa. At a 
confinement of 2.8 MPa the strength is about 2.3 times the uniaxial 
strength.  



 

 

Kirby et al. 1985 L,G,F CR 50  -6.5 to -2.5 -120 to -5 Identification of three flow regimes at different temperature intervals. 
Variation in activation energy discussed. 

Nadreau and 
Michel 1986a,b 

L,G,F / 
L,G,S /  

I 

CR, 
CS 

70 not 
provided 

-6 to -4 -20,-10, 
-5, -3 

Glen's exponent n decreases with increase in confinement. Increase of 
maximum shear stress up to 15-20 MPa confinement followed by 
decrease at higher confinement.  

Blair 1988 1Y CR 50  -2 to 3.3 -20 to -8 Axial strain as a function of hydrostatic pressure. Strength increases 
with mean stress up to 7.5 MPa and levels off at a higher confinement. 
Decrease in strength from 10-2s -1 to 0.5 s -1and levelling off at higher 
strain rate.  

Rist et al. 1988 L,G,F CR 30  -4, -3, -2 -20 Variation of failure mode with confinement. Strength increases with 
confinement for all strain rates.  

Beeman et al. 
1988 

L,G,F CR 250  -3.8, -2.7, 
-1.7 

-196, -
183, -158 

Investigations of friction on 45 deg. saw cuts surfaces. µ = 0.55 and 
0.20 below and above 10 MPa, respectively, of confining pressure. 
Independent of temperature and average sliding velocity. 

Sammonds and 
Murrell 1989, 
Sammonds et al. 
1989 

 >1Y CR 30  -6 to -2 -40, -20, 
-10 

Modes of failure described. Comparison of data with failure surfaces. 
Pressure dependence of  fracture strength only for lowest temperature. 

Cox and Richter-
Menge 1988 

>1Y CR 20(i)  -5, -3 -20, -5 Constant ratio between radial and axial stress. Classification of stress-
strain curves. Strength increases with increase in confinement and strain 
rate, and decreasing temperature.  

Kalifa et al. 1989 L,G,F CR 10  -4.6 to -3 -10 Confinement increases the deviatoric stress level and the strain when 
the first crack is observed. The cracks tend to form parallel to the largest 
stress deviator. Intra- vs intercrystalline cracks investigated. 

Stone et al. 1989 L,G,F CR,D 5  -4.3, -4, -3 -10 Damage, defined as change in apparent elastic moduli, is increased by 
confinement. Flow stress decreases and stabilises with repeated loading.  

Mae and Azuma 
1989 

M,F  / 
P,F 

 56(ii)  -7 -20 to -5 Stress relaxation tests on crystals. Activation volume. Effect of 
hydrostatic pressure on flow law of polycrystalline ice. Hydrostatic 
stress hardens crystals but softens polycrystals. 

Golubov et al. 
1990 

L,P,S CS 7(ii) 2.4  -5 Both strength (but not CR) and creep tests reported. Strength increases 
by a factor of 2.5 from lowest to highest hydrostatic pressure. Increase 
in creep rate with decrease in pressure. Volume strains discussed. 
Visco-elastic theory presented.   

Richter-Menge 
1991 

1Y CR 20(i)  -5, -3 -10 Constant ratio between radial and axial stress. Stress exponent not 
affected by confinement. Strength, strain at failure and initial tangent 
modulus increase with confinement for all orientation of columnar 
grained specimens. Classification of stress-strain curves. 



 

 

Nadreau et al. 
1991 

L,C,F CR 2.85  -5.5 to -1.4 -20, -10, 
-2 

Specimens cut parallel, perpendicular and at an angle with the columnar 
structure. Strength increases with confinement and strain rate. Tear drop 
failure envelope discussed.  

Schulson et al. 
1991 

L,G,F CR (iii)  -3 -40 Fracture stress increases with confinement ratio. Brittle mechanisms 
discussed and cracking mechanism presented. 

Murrell et al. 
1991 

L,G,F / 
>1Y 

CR 30  -5 to -2 -40, -20, 
-10 

Brittle and ductile failure described, through specimen yield mode and 
acoustic emission. Increase in strength with confining pressure (up to 
10-15 MPa) is more significant at higher strain rate. 

Mizuno 1992 L,G,F CS 35 3  -10 to -0.8 Accelerating creep, grain growth and preferred crystal orientation 
followed by strain rate reduction and grain refinement. Interpretation of 
minimum creep rate in terms of homologous temperature. Activation 
enthalpy is higher above -6oC and for higher pressure. 

Kalifa et al. 1992 L,G,F CR,D 10  -5.2 to -2.3 -10 Crack density decreases and peak stress and corresponding strain 
increase with confinement. At higher strain rates, the strength of ice 
decreased with increase in grain size. Relative contribution of elastic 
strain to total strain is reduced at higher confinement assuming damage 
does not affect elastic modulus. 

Rist and Murrell 
1994 

L,G,F CR 46  -5 to -2 -40 to -5 Cracking activity mapped as a function of confinement and strain rate. 
At high strain rate, strength increases up to 10 MPa confinement, above 
which it becomes pressure-independent. At low strain rate, it is mostly 
pressure independent. Failure modes, activation energy and friction. 

Rist et al. 1994 L,G,F CR,D 30  -4, -2 -20 Shear fracture strength weakly dependant on confinement. Crack sliding 
not observed. No effect of damage on fracture strength. Pressure 
prevents cracking and reduce post-failure drop, despite 4oC decrease in 
pressure-melting point. 

Gagnon and 
Gammon 1995 

I CR 14  -4.3 to -1.3 -16 to -1 Variation of failure mode mapped with pressure-strain rate. Strength 
increases with decreasing temperature, increasing strain rate up to 
5x10-3 s -1, and increase in confinement at lower temperatures. Friction 
and activation energy discussed.   

Weiss and 
Schulson 1995 

L,G,F CR (iii)  -3 -40, -20, 
-10 

Brittle to 'pseudo'-ductile failure of granular ice ice under various 
loading configurations. At low confinement, failure stress increases 
with confinement. Role of boundary conditions in ice failure at high 
confinement. Failure stress related to the boundary conditions.  

Cole 1996 L,M,F CS 19 0.33  -10 Small variations of steady-state strain rate with axial load and pressure. 

Rist 1997 L, M / 
L,G 

CR 20  -3, -2 -20, -10 Elastic-brittle failure mode of crystals with different orientations and 
polycrystals. Correspondence of shear and normal stresses. Frictional 
sliding along yield surfaces investigated. 

Gratz and 
Schulson 1997 

L,C,S CR (iii)  -2.2 -10 Brittle failure of columnar grained ice under various loading 
configurations. Three regimes of behaviour described. High sensitivity 
of strength to confining stress.  Frictional cracking mechanisms. 



 

 

of strength to confining stress.  Frictional cracking mechanisms. 

Stone et al. 1997 L,G,F CS,  
CR, D 

20 7.65 -4 -10 Confinement suppresses cracking in favour of recrystallisation and void 
formation. Creep enhancement due to damage more important when 
damage done under triaxial conditions. Pressure reduction leads to 
increase in deformation.  

Melton and 
Schulson 1995, 
1997, 1998a,b 

L,C,S CR (iii)  -4.4 -10 Ductile failure of columnar grained ice under various loading 
configurations. Strength independent of along-column confinement 
under small across column confinement but increases with along  
column stress at high across column confinement. 

Mizuno 1998 L,G,C,F CR 50  -3.5 to -1.3 -11 Peak in strength at mid-confinement for high strain rate. This peak 
increases with strain rate and grain size. Internal structure discussed. 

Sammonds et al. 
1998 

>1Y CR 30  -6.3 to -2 -40 to -3 Failure modes. Pressure dependency of failure modes across brittle-
ductile transition. Frictional sliding investigated.  Shear fracture weakly 
pressure dependant at -20oC and above, stronger dependency at -40oC 
up to 14 MPa confinement. Fracture toughness investigated. 

Melanson et al. 
1999a 

L,G,F CS, D 60 24  -10 High strains achieved to investigate tertiary creep behaviour. 
Deformation described by a damage parameter whose rate decreases at 
mid pressure range and increases again at higher pressure.  Constitutive 
model presented. 

Schulson and 
Gratz 1999 

L,C,F CR (iii)  -2.2 -10 Brittle failure of columnar grained ice studied with various loading 
configurations. Similar mechanisms to those observed in saline ice at 
same conditions (Gratz and Schulson 1997).'Splay' cracking mechanism 
described. 

Melanson et al. 
1999b 

L,G,F CR 20  -4, -2 -10 Higher peak stress at high strain rate. Reduction of grain size observed 
between strain at failure and 3-5% strain, stabilises upon further 
deformation.  

Meglis et al. 1999 L,G,F CS,D 60 25  -10 to -8 Stress exponent independent of confinement and strain level. Viscosity 
decreases with strain up to 44%. Microcracking and dynamic 
recrystallization predominate at low and high confinement, respectively. 
Characterisation of microstructure with strain and confinement. 

Barrette and  
Jordaan 2001 

L,C,F CS 70 30  -10 Viscoelastic compliance highest at low and high pressure ranges, with a 
minimum in between. The morphology of shear fractures at low and 
high confinement is compared.  

(i) Estimated. (ii) Hydrostatic (mean) stress. (iii) Multiaxial, brush-type platens. 
 


